Acid-Base titrations are usually used to find the amount of a known acidic or basic substance through acid base reactions. The analyte (titrand) is the solution with an unknown molarity. The reagent (titrant) is the solution with a known molarity that will react with the analyte.

**Procedure**

The analyte is prepared by dissolving the substance being studied into a solution. The solution is usually placed in a flask for titration. A small amount of indicator is then added into the flask along with the analyte. The reagent is usually placed in a burette and slowly added to the analyte and indicator mixture. The amount of reagent used is recorded when the indicator causes a change in the color of the solution.

Some titrations requires the solution to be boiled due to the \(\text{CO}_2\) created from the acid-base reaction. The \(\text{CO}_2\) forms carbonic acid (\(\text{H}_2\text{CO}_3\)) when dissolved in water that then acts as a buffer, reducing the accuracy of data. After boiling water, most of the \(\text{CO}_2\) will be removed from the solution allowing the solution to be titrated to a more accurate endpoint. The endpoint is the point where all of the analyte has been reacted with the reagent.

**Indicator**

A useful indicator has a strong color that changes quickly near its pKa. These traits are desirable so only a small amount of an indicator is needed. If a large amount of indicator is used, the indicator will effect the final pH, lowering the accuracy of the experiment. The indicator should also have a pKa value near the pH of the titration's endpoint. For example a analyte that is a weak base would require an indicator with a pKa less than 7. Choosing an indicator with a pKa near the endpoint's pH will also reduce error because the color change occurs sharply during the endpoint where the pH spikes, giving a more precise endpoint.

![Figure 1: A Basic Titration Curve](image)

The horizontal lines show the range of pH in which phenolphthalein (blue) and methyl orange (red) changes color. The middle line represents the pKa, while the two outer lines represent the end or start of the color changes. The peak and light blue highlights show the range in which the color changes will occur based on the amount of titrant added.

Notice that this reaction is between a weak acid and a strong base so phenolphthalein with a pKa of 9.1 would be a better choice than methyl orange with a pKa of 3.8. If in this reaction we were to use methyl orange as the indicator color changes would occur all throughout the region highlighted in pink. The data obtained would be hard to determine due to the large range of color change, and inaccurate as the color change does not even lie with the endpoint region. Phenolphthalein on the other hand changes color rapidly near the endpoint allowing for more accurate data to be
Figure 2: Titration Demonstration, The picture was taken during a vinegar titration lab. C₂H₄O₂(aq) - acetic acid- was titrated against NaOH (aq) - sodium hydroxide - using phenolphthalein as indicator. The image on the right is submicroscopic view of the titration reaction featuring C₂H₄O₂(aq), which is partially dissociated and NaOH (aq) that is completely dissociated into Na⁺(aq) in purple and OH⁻(aq).

Multiply the volume of reagent added to get to the endpoint, with the molarity of the reagent to find the moles of reagent used. With the balanced equation of the acid-base reaction in question to find the moles of unknown substance. Then the original molarity can be calculated by dividing through with the initial volume.

Note

For example an unknown molarity of \((HCl)\) acts as the analyte. 50 mL of it is placed into a flask and a 0.1 M solution of \((NaOH)\) will be the reagent. The endpoint is \((pH=7)\) so litmus, with a pKa of 6.5 is chosen. The color of the solution changes when 10 mL of 0.1 M \((NaOH)\) is added.

The balanced neutralization reaction:

\[ HCl_{(aq)} + NaOH_{(aq)} \rightarrow H_2O_{(l)} + Na^+ + Cl^- \]
Or just the net ionic equation

\[ H^+ + OH^- \rightarrow H_2O_{(l)} \]

The following equation can then be derived

\[ X = (0.1\; M\; NaOH) (10\; mL) \left(\frac{1\; L}{1000\; mL}\right) \left(\frac{1\; mol\; NaOH}{1\; mol\; OH^-}\right) \]

\[ H^+ = X \; HCl \]

\[ X = 0.0010 \; mol \; of \; HCl \]

The molarity is now easily solved for

\[ \left(\frac{0.0010 \; mol \; HCl}{0.050 \; L}\right) = 0.020 \; M \; HCl \]

---
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